MICROSOFT OUTLOOK TO GOOGLE APPS SERVER
Start collaborate Microsoft Outlook email client with Google
Apps Services flawlessly.

Overview
PCVITA
Express
Migrator for Google Apps (MS
Outlook) software is a flexible
solution that lets you migrates
multiple Microsoft Outlook
emails, calendars and contacts
into Google Apps account
flawlessly in bulk.
The steps of migration
are short and easy, simple and
intuitive graphical user interface.
More
importantly,
PCVITA Express Migrator for
Google Apps (MS Outlook)

requires no extra technical skills to
accomplish the entire migration
job. The software maintains high
fidelity of administrator’s and
user’s authentication over a
migration jobs.
Significantly, the software
enables multiple items migration
by administrator

Buy now!

Download Express Migrator for Google Apps (MS Outlook) 3.1

free demo version for testing and evaluation purposes, which has a constraints functionality
of 50 mails migration at a time plus PCVITA Software trademarks at each mails.
The full version is now in offer, starting from $69.00 to $999.00 for
Enterprise License and Commercial License.
Downloads Demo

Purchase Now

Read More

SIGNIFICANT FEATURES

Selectively migrates a single/multiple Microsoft
Outlook mail, contacts and calendars at once
Supports filter based migration of mails contacts
and calendars (Exclude/Include Sent items,
Deleted items)
Highly maintains Meta information associated
emails (Create on, Modified on, cc, to, subject)
Enables log file and appropriate error detection
mechanism
Maintains recurrence information for calendars
Support multiple Microsoft Outlook version
(2003, 2007 and 2010)

PREREQUISITES

Microsoft Outlook should be installed and
configured with POP3 profile
Google Apps account should have provisioning API
enabled
Google Account should not be connected to
Microsoft Exchange Server

System Requirements

Memory:
Minimum memory requirement is 64 MB and above (the
more the better)
System Processor:
The minimum requirement of the processor speed is
Pentium II, 400 MHz and above (the higher is the
processor speed, the better is the performance).

Benefits

Reliable and cost effective
Easy Installation and configuration
Intuitive Graphical User Interface (GUI)
Retains Data consistency
Flexibly supports multiple Microsoft
Outlook 2000/2003/2007/2010 versions

Operating System Support:
Microsoft Windows 98, Microsoft Windows 2000,
Microsoft Windows 2002, Microsoft Windows 2003,
Microsoft Windows XP, Microsoft Windows Vista and
Microsoft Windows 7
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